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Executive Summary
An explosion of Web content delivery and on-line business process has seen QUT’s Web presence
expand dramatically since the University’s current intranet search engine was first implemented.
Enhancements such as controlled indexing and search filtering using metadata, introduced as part of
the Web Redevelopment Project, have produced more focussed searching. However, recent testing
and feedback indicates that this search engine is no longer giving satisfactory results across the
larger, more complex, Web presence for all user groups, particularly staff. In addition, developments
in the search engine market, both technical and commercial, have made QUT’s venerable AltaVista
search engine neither state-of-the-art, nor supportable.
This report considers that an internet-type search engine (as is AltaVista) – designed to crawl one or
more websites  automatically and produce an index of document content and metadata – remains the
most suitable search mechanism for QUT’s current Web model. It should retain metadata filtering, but
include the ability to filter for audience group and take advantage of recent advances in search
methodology, as pioneered by Google. Furthermore, it should be augmented by a system of human
maintained links to popular and important pages referred to as “Keyword Favourites”.
These additions require improved information organisation that spans different parts of the University.
The difficult process of organising such information will commence shortly. This information organisation
is also a logical step towards Content Management as well as full Enterprise Information Integration,
which is discussed as a possible future goal.
With all this in mind, the features of a number of search tools, including QUT’s current search engine,
were compared in relation to predetermined criteria. The best of these tools (CSIRO’s Panoptic) was
chosen for installation, configuration, indexing and testing which confirmed that it met requirements;
quotations were also sought. Finally, a comparison of basic search results was made using real QUT
search terms. This was carried out for the Panoptic installation, QUT’s current search engine (AltaVista)
and Google University Search (filtered for QUT only pages). In this test, Panoptic performed at least
as well as Google and significantly better than AltaVista.
The main advantages of purchasing Panoptic over Google University Search are that it has full local
support, it can deliver Keyword Favourites as standard, the search page and results are readily
configurable, audience group and other metadata-determined filtering is possible, and that QUT will
have full control over what is indexed and when.
As a result of this assessment, a Panoptic one year licence has been purchased and this search
engine is in the process of being installed on QUT’s new central test server (Woma). It will then be
installed on the new central production server and is thus anticipated to be in full operation before
February 2005.
1. Introduction
This report investigates some aspects of Web information retrieval methodology relevant to QUT. It
proposes future directions and, more specifically, an intranet search engine replacement. It is prompted
by external developments in this area and usability testing carried out by QUT Web Management in
late 2003. Feedback from this testing showed that the current default search mode, comprising
corporate site and course pages, suits new users but does not provide enough depth for staff. The
evidence suggested that a more effective search engine and results filtering, particularly according to
audience group, would be beneficial.
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2. Background
QUT’s AltaVista intranet search engine was first implemented in 1999 in response to the need to
search a proliferation of Web based material generated by numerous University entities. This reflected
some of the growth characteristics of the World Wide Web itself and an internet-type of search
mechanism, AltaVista, was the logical choice.
It was used at QUT to gather an index of as many Web resources as possible although, in practice, it
was limited to about 150,000 items. This allowed a very high recall ratio in response to search queries
but the precision ratio was generally very low. In other words, the required page was buried in too
many search results.
In 2001, the QUT Corporate Site was redeveloped to provide a more effective means of access to
general information for the target audience. A separate AltaVista index of these pages was provided;
users could access this for a “Core Search” or use the “All QUT” index as before.
The standards developed and implemented with the Corporate Site have been steadily promulgated
throughout the University and the majority of key websites  have been redeveloped accordingly.
These standards include metadata requirements to improve information retrieval via search; the degree
of compliance of some sites is still an issue which impacts on the effectiveness of the overall search
experience and quality control needs to be maintained.
In 2002, the intranet search engine was upgraded to AltaVista version 3. This had several new features
which included the ability to index page metadata and apply custom filters. Thus users could search
“All QUT” or narrow the search to a specific subset of the index. For practical reasons, pages are
mainly grouped organisationally, although there are some exceptions where important functions cut
across organisational areas. The same system could be applied to classify pages by topic and/or
audience group but this is unlikely to be very effective until all QUT Web based information is recreated
according to an holistic information architecture and content is written specifically for the predefined
categories. The proposed implementation of a University-wide Web content management system
requires such an architecture.
Developments in the search engine market
In 1995, Digital Equipment Corporation developed the first searchable full-text database of the World
Wide Web at the Palo Alto Research Laboratory; this became AltaVista. Since then, search engines
have become more and more popular and competitors have developed rival products with more
sophisticated search algorithms than that used by AltaVista, the current QUT search engine.
After several acquisitions there are now relatively few major Internet search engine companies. The
most popular of these is Google which brought unprecedented effectiveness with its famous page
ranking system. This boosts a page in the results if it is linked from, i.e. cited by, an authoritative
external page. While this system works well on the Internet, there is no guarantee it will be effective
for an intranet search engine. Good information management is always fundamental in both Internet
and intranet environments.
Yahoo has one of the oldest search mechanisms and was originally just a directory of hierarchically
classified pages organised with controlled vocabulary. This requires immense human input and Yahoo
has been supplemented for some time by a search engine feed. The popularity of Yahoo attests to the
value of the two-pronged approach of a manually derived controlled vocabulary directory and a robot-
determined index. Some search engines, including Google itself, incorporate a feed from the DMOZ
Open Directory Project in the results.
AltaVista has now been absorbed by Yahoo, along with Inktomi. Yahoo also bought Overture which
had already acquired FAST and, consequently, Alltheweb. Thus Google has been replaced as Yahoo’s
search engine feed. Figure 1 shows the sources and interactions of major search engines today.
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When utilising or purchasing any search engine that may be offered by these companies, the stability
of ownership, and hence technical support, should be considered. Another concern is that the current
technology may soon become obsolete, a common scenario in the IT world. Research into topic-
sensitive page ranking may soon be adopted by Google and others. There are ongoing experiments
with interactive graphical displays such as Mooter (http://mooter.com/), see Figure 2, and Kartoo
(http://www.kartoo.com/), and neural networks e.g. Pansophica (http://homepage.mac.com/zigkit/
Pansophica/). Future possibilities include an agent driven system and realisation of the semantic Web
as shown in Figure 3. This potential for dramatic change supports the argument for avoiding over-
investment in large scale technology solutions, at least until the information content is well organised.
3. Controlled Vocabulary Aided Searching
Keyword Favourites is an experimental search aid developed in the first half of 2003, in-house by
Web Management, using the most popular search queries made on the QUT’s intranet search engine.
This product currently consists of a short list of words corresponding to more than 20 percent of all
usage. Each Keyword Favourite is hyperlinked directly to a target page that has been determined as
the most common or best destination for users of that query.
Figure 1: Search engine relationship chart
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Figure 3: Agent based searching schematic1
1 Berners-Lee T., Hendler J. and Ora Lassila O., The Semantic Web, Scientific American, May 17, 2001, http:/
/www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleid=000A0919-2BD0-1CBF-B4A8809EC588EEDF, accessed 01 July 2004
Figure 2: Mooter search engine user interface
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The Keyword Favourites pages were given a fairly obscure link on the QUT Search  page but have
also been indexed by the QUT search engine and external search engines such as Google. As Figure
4 shows, the usage of these pages has  been quite consistent at about 112 page views per day, but
with noticeable peaks  of over 1,000 page views on September 17 and October 3. About half of the
20,505  page views recorded from June to November were referred from QUT’s search  engine.
Collectively, they are in the top 40 pages of the home site and there is a  good case for including such
a system in our search strategy.
The main principle of Keyword Favourites is that the concepts linked are determined by the users
themselves with targets guided by user behaviour. Input from content experts can refine targets and
sub-topics. Such an approach may contribute to the organisation of QUT Web information and
consequently Content Management and Enterprise Information Integration. A formal mechanism for
developing and maintaining Keyword Favourites content will be required, and associated business
processes should be determined and implemented.
Figure 4: Keyword Favourites usage
Keyword Favourites page views June – November 2003
Figure 5: LinkSearch interface
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4. Improved Algorithm and Page Groupings
Experiments were carried out at the beginning of 2004 to gauge the effectiveness of indegree anchor
text as part of a search algorithm. This simply means that the hyperlink text from other pages is
generally a valid and fairly unbiased representation of the page to which the links point.
A listing of most Web pages at QUT had already been created as part of the QUT Web Management’s
“Snapshot” project where user navigation patterns were mapped across QUT Web space for one day. A
product called LInkTopic was created to read and collate the link text for all listed QUT pages. A companion
product called LinkSearch allowed the collated list of topics and URLs to be searched. Figure 5 shows
the LinkSearch interface with some results. Simple testing confirmed that this form of search is definitely
effective and that QUT’s next search engine should include this method in its algorithm.
There are also plans for customised Web information based on audience group. It is therefore a
requirement for any new search engine to provide results specific to a particular audience, based on
metadata classification.
Figure 6: Theoretical metadata driven information model
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5. Enterprise Information Integration
Enterprise Information Integration is a most desirable goal requiring a great deal of time, effort and
change of organisational culture. Information must be sufficiently organised before making the
considerable investment in technology. As information becomes organised the need for an “Internet”
type of search mechanism is reduced and a powerful intranet information retrieval system becomes
possible. A theoretical metadata driven information model incorporating such a system is suggested
in Figure 6. Such a model could be based on emerging standards such as ISO/IEC 13250 (Topic
Maps) for information description, with the ultimate aim of a seamless knowledge base with fully
integrated search and browse functionality.
6. Search Engine Selection
What search engines are available?
Reference to literature and especially the World Wide Web shows that there are many search tools
available. There are also useful websites  that specialise in providing information on this topic such as
Search Engine Watch (http://searchenginewatch.com/) and Search Tools Consulting (http://
www.searchtools.com/) which lists about 200 search devices.
For our purposes, these tools fall into 4 categories:
1. Free, inexpensive or experimental search tools, usually with limited scalability and, possibly,
reliability. Some, appear to have acceptable capacity but tend to be non-commercial, have no
guaranteed support and can be tricky to implement. Basic assessments of ht://Dig and Lucene
were made but, in general, this option is a step backward from our current AltaVista search engine.
2. Very expensive (US$150,000-300,000+) search engines integrated with Enterprise Suites which
often include automatic categorisers. Examples of these include Verity K2 with Ultraseek (http://
www.verity.com/products/index.html), Autonomy (http://www.autonomy.com/Content/Products/
IDOL/f/Enterprise_Search), Hummingbird SearchServer (http://www.hummingbird.com/products/
enterprise/webtop/index.html?virtual_url_r eferrer=/products/portal/overview.html), Recommind
MindServer IR (http://www.recommind.com/) and Plumtree Search Server (http://
www.plumtree.com/products/server/search/).
These systems are desirable and could be considered for future implementation at QUT. However,
there is a need for a high level of information integration and organisation before they can be
effective. No applications of this type were assessed in detail.
3. Remotely hosted search engines. A specific site may be crawled and indexed (at a price) by a
service provider or a site filtered search made on a global index. An example of the latter method
is the free Google University Search. This option is remarkably effective and takes advantage of
Google’s modern search algorithm and popularity with the general public. The downside is that
there is little control over what is indexed or displayed. The search results would have the usual
Google look and feel, although there is a (beta version) Google Web Services API (http://
www.google.com/apis/) which can, apparently, provide a tailored results layout. An example of this
is by MedWeb Technology (http://medweb5.bham.ac.uk/databases/interop/combinedsearch). A
tailored Google University Search combined with a custom built, database driven, Keyword
Favourites system was considered as a serious contender for the next QUT search engine. Layout
mock-up is shown in Figure 7.
4. General purpose intranet search engines. One fairly expensive example is the Google Search
Appliance (http://www.google.com/appliance/). As the name suggests, this is a dedicated proprietary
hardware solution (see Figure 8), well optimised for the task and using a well respected algorithm.
It is currently only available in North America, possibly due to special servicing requirements, and
costs about US$28,000 per year.
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YourAmigo Enterprise Search (http://www.youramigo.com/) is an Australian search engine with an
impressive specification and is suitable for large website  collections. Good local support and
ability to handle AGLS metadata is expected. Customers include several government entities and
the price is about A$20,000 plus $7,000 per year. It does not, however, include a “shortcuts”
system by which Keyword Favourites could be implemented.
Panoptic (http://www.panopticsearch.com/) is produced by the CSIRO and is based on a major
research program. Again, good local support and AGLS metadata compatibility can be assumed.
It can handle large Web collections and includes a “shortcuts” system which can be used for QUT
Keyword Favourites. The price is in the order of A$20,000 plus $4,000 per year and it already has
an impressive array of customers including Universities.
The MetaBrowser Server Online Public Access Server (http://metabrowser.spirit.net.au/
prodServer.htm) is another search device that was considered. This is an attractive option from a
purist point of view as it simply inquires on a database of metadata. Ultimately, the Enterprise
System proposed earlier would be similarly dependent on metadata. However, the current situation
at QUT, notably with dynamic Web pages, is that meaningful metadata is not always available; a
search engine that can utilise page content as well as metadata is required and so this product
was not assessed in more detail. Metabrowser Server is used by several government clients,
costs about A$20,000 but is only available for Microsoft IIS operating systems.
Six likely search engines were selected for a
comparison using criteria based on the desirable
features of the existing QUT search engine
(AltaVista) that we wish to retain, plus others that
redress its deficiencies in availability, maintainability
and technology.
Figure 7: QUT filtered Google results with Keyword Favourites mock-up
Figure 8: Google Search Appliance
parking
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The results of this comparison are summarised in the appended tables (see pages 12 to 15). On the
basis of this assessment and comments made earlier in this section, we selected Panoptic as being
most suitable for our purposes and proceeded to obtain a demonstration licence in order to carry out
detailed tests.
Testing of selected search engine
■  Installation
Panoptic version 5-1-1 was installed on a desktop PC that had already been set up with the Linux
RedHat Fedora Core operating system and the Apache Web server, one of the prerequisites of the
Panoptic system. Other companion programs had to be found or installed including Java and Mod_SSL.
This installation was fairly protracted, probably due to unfamiliarity with the system, permissions and
file dependencies. Several contacts with the developer by e-mail and telephone overcame these
teething problems which was a good sign of the availability of customer support.
■  Configuration
Panoptic is based on standard components such as Apache, Perl and Java which simplifies
development and customisation. A practical administration interface allows control of the search engine
via a Web browser. The user search interface is highly configurable using a combination of normal
HTML code and Panoptic variables.
Administration interface
The administration interface (see Figure A1, p.22) allows the licence key and user password to be
entered or changed. It also allows “collections” to be configured and updated. A collection may be a
group of Web documents, files that are copied onto the Panoptic server, files from local or remote
systems, databases or a meta collection.
The primary requirement is to provide a search mechanism for Web pages and so the focus here is on
Web collections. Meta collections are also important as these allow Web collections that must be gathered
separately to be searched as if they are one collection. At a later stage database indexing can be
investigated as this may be useful for central access to information such as the QUT phone book.
The Web collection interface (see Figure A2, p.23) allows input of collection name, email address for
indexing notifications, crawl starting point, timeout and include/exclude restrictions. Additional file
formats (e.g. PDF) can also be selected but this is not generally done due to their unknown status. A
collection can also be restricted by hostnames or IP addresses and specific directories can be shielded.
Once the collection is configured its name appears on the main administration interface and from there
the collection update processes (crawl, filter, index, swap) can be controlled (see Figure A3, p.23).
Collection updating can also be scheduled with a unix cron based timetable (see Figure A4, p.24).
Several collections may be combined as a meta collection via another interface (see Figure A5,
p. 24). Initially it was planned that a separate collection would be made for each organisational/functional
area as this had been found to work well when managing the current QUT search engine. However,
it was found that Panoptic could only combine up to twelve collections. Furthermore the indegree
anchor text, which is a useful component of Panoptic’s search algorithm, is not shared across the
component collections without special configuration.
Other displays available from the main administration interface include a summary of the status of
collections and collection update logfiles (see Figures A6 and A7, p.25). A number of system diagnostics
are also readily available from the administration interface, as well as query statistics (see Figure A8,
p.26). The latter are useful and readily available but do not appear to include user identities (IP). More
complete statistics will be obtained by adding special code to the search page which will allow activity
to be recorded on the central logging system.
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Search Interface
The search interface is configurable in both its appearance and how the search operates. Each collection
has a set of files that can be edited and template versions of these files can also be edited with default
settings for any newly created collections. Editing can be carried out with a unix editor or through a
Web interface for each collection as well as an “Advanced edit” link to all available configuration files.
The collection.cfg file (see Figure A9 p.26) contains settings for numerous parameters related to
gathering, indexing and query processing. Specific search terms can be added to the
featured_pages.cfg file (see Figure A10, p.27) with links to predetermined targets. This allows Keyword
Favourites to be included as part of the normal search interface. The meta.cfg file is available for meta
collections and simply lists the component collections.
Most QUT pages were indexed during the testing of the Panoptic search engine. Three separate
collections were made for the Home site, faculty sites and division sites; these excluded potentially
problematic database driven pages. Other collections were made for Courses, Printing Services (both
database driven), Web accessibility , Web Manual (both limited access) and OLT (password protected).
The main “allqut” meta collection combined the divisions, faculties, Home site and Printing Services
collections.
The simple.form (see Figure A11, p.27) and advanced.form files allow the search page and results
appearance to be customised. It was relatively simple to add QUT banners, footers and central statistics
code for both simple and advanced search pages. A pull-down menu was added to allow narrowing of
the search to particular areas of QUT, according to metadata classification; the default option was set
to search all QUT pages. The test layouts developed for QUT search pages are shown in Figures A12
and A13 (p.28). Both contain a link to some useful Help information.
After the initial search results are displayed, the user has the option of going to a Refine Query page
(see Figure A14, p.29) that facilitates adding narrowing terms and term variations; it also provides
similar dictionary and Roget’s thesaurus terms. At present, the refineds queries do not retain filtering
from the original query; the developer will be asked to address this shortcoming.
■  Comparison of basic search results
A simple comparison of search results from the Panoptic search engine was made against two other,
readily available, search options: AltaVista and Google University Search. The ten queries tested
were obtained from logs from between 27 May 2003 and 26 May 2004, with usage ranging from
occasional to frequent. These queries are listed in Table 1.
Only “simple search” was utilised in each case; this method accounts for the vast majority of user
activity. Filtering was chosen to give the widest possible search domain without putting any search
engine at a significant disadvantage. The top six results presented in each case were recorded and
judged whether or not they would be relevant to a user entering the particular query. This was not
intended to be a full usability test but efforts were made to be as objective as possible.
The results of the comparison are appended (see pages 16 to 21). AltaVista faired quite well when the
search terms were present in the title but otherwise was the least effective. It was noticed that Google
has indexed the “print friendly” version of pages giving potentially duplicate results. The capitalised
query “PSYCHOLOGY” confused AltaVista but was not a problem for Google and Panoptic. Panoptic’s
“same site suppression” gave a range of input from different QUT sites. This is useful for the more
general queries which are sometimes overwhelmed by results from one or two sites.
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Search Query Times used
in 1 year
map of KG 19
health informatics 19
application for academic credit 72
maternity leave 150
second hand bookshop 234
car parking 251
important dates 254
international student 261
past exams 1,079
PSYCHOLOGY 1,401
creative industries 2,111
mopp 5,168
Table 1: Search query used for comparison
7. Conclusions and Recommendations
QUT’s AltaVista intranet search engine has been operating for some five years but is no longer
supported. Its search methodology and underlying technology are becoming obsolete and a new
Web information retrieval device is required.
An internet-type search engine remains the best choice for the QUT Web environment. The new
search device should use a modern algorithm with contribution from page links. A “Keyword Favourites”
system should be incorporated and the search results should be able to be filtered for audience
groups. Extensive information organisation is therefore required which will also contribute to future
search and Web development.
Several possible search engines were assessed against specific criteria. Search results from three of
them, using real QUT search terms, were also compared. The overall conclusion is that the Panoptic
search engine significantly outperforms AltaVista and is as good as, if not better, than Google. This
plus the ability to control what is indexed and to customise many aspects (including the presentation,
results filtering and ranking algorithm) makes Panoptic a good choice.
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Appendix A: Criteria based assessment of six search engines
Criteria AltaVista Enterprise Search (version 3)
Company Overture Services, Inc.
URL http://www.altavista.com/web/avbusiness
Able to index 100,000 plus pages Yes
Can index all web page formats Yes
Can index other document formats Yes (xml, pdf, ps, doc, xls, ppt etc.)
Can index databases Yes, via JDBC, hard to implement
Wysiwyg management interface Yes, but rather unstable
Operating systems Windows NT, Windows 2000, Tru64 UNIX, HP-UX,
Solaris, Linux
Support (Local/Overseas) Not available
Flexible indexing of subsections Yes, multiple indexes with multiple collectors for an
index
Linguistic query processing Yes, dictionary, synonyms
User selected search filters Yes via drop down menu
Able to search using QUT metadata Yes
Efficient spidering Powerful robot, thousands of pages per hour
Access to secure pages No
Small index size Yes
Page ranking (link popularity) algorithm No
External page link text included No
Integrated shortcuts (keyword favourites) No
Language support Over 30 languages and Asian characters
Boolean searching Yes
Other search methods phrases, +, -, “”, (), *,stemming
Overall ability to be customised Good in theory but hard to implement (SDK)
Enterprise Information Integration suitablity No
Statistics logging Yes but requires effort to extract
Security/access  Built in management interface access
Cost Was $20,000/year but no longer available
Other comments Currently used as QUT intranet search engine
Clients/implementations/pedigree http://search.siemens.com/
http://www.admin.ch/ch/esearch.html
http://search.state.ky.us:8080/
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Lucene 1.4 ht://Dig
Apache Jakarta Project The ht://Dig Group
http://jakarta.apache.org/lucene/docs/index.html http://www.htdig.org/
Yes Yes
Not as standard Yes
Not as standard pdf, doc, ppt as standard
No No
Not as standard Use ConfigDig
Any Java compatible Solaris, HP/UX, IRIX, SunOS, Linux, Mac OS X,
Mac OS 9
Open source Open source
Not as standard Yes
Requires programming No
Not as standard No
Designed for field searches, needs programming Yes; configurable metadata indexing
No crawler provided (just search and index) Spider is “quite robust”
Not as standard No
Compresses to 30% of original text Unknown
No Yes
No No
No No
Most European languages, others via API No
Yes Yes
phrases, +, -, “”, (), *, fuzzy, proximity exact, soundex, metaphone, stemming, synonyms,
accent stripping, substring and prefix
Good Open source but would require programming
Not native No
Not as standard Unknown
Not as standard Not specified
free (API only) free, GNU General Public License
API provided, much programming required Developed at San Diego University
http://search.bobdylan.com/lyricsearch/ Numerous, see http://www.htdig.org/uses.html
http://www.lexetius.com/
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Criteria Google University Search
Company Google
URL http://www.google.com/univ/qut
Able to index 100,000 plus pages Yes; indexing controlled by Google
Can index all web page formats Yes
Can index other document formats pdf, ps, lotus,lwp, mw, xls, ppt, doc,MS Works, wri, rtf,
swf, ans,txt
Can index databases No
Wysiwyg management interface Administration controlled by Google
Operating systems N/A; hosted remotely
Support (Local/Overseas) Overseas
Flexible indexing of subsections No
Linguistic query processing Spellcheck suggestions
User selected search filters No
Able to search using QUT metadata No
Efficient spidering Googlebot visits about once per month
Access to secure pages Yes (https) but no authorised access possible
Small index size Not relevant; hosted by Google
Page ranking (link popularity) algorithm Yes
External page link text included Yes
Integrated shortcuts (keyword favourites) No but could be achieved with special programming
Language support Extensive; see http://www.google.com
language_tools?hl=en
Boolean searching OR and implied (+, -)
Other search methods phrases, +, -, ~ (synonyms), domain, numrange
Overall ability to be customised Google standard. Able to program Customisation with
Google API.
Enterprise Information Integration suitablity No
Statistics logging No
Security/access No control of index except by individual requests to
Google.
Cost Free plus cost of development of shortcut system and
customised interface using Google API
Other comments Google is remarkably effective for searching on QUT.
Negatives are lack of control of indexing and need for
extensive development for a QUT customised interface.
Clients/implementations/pedigree Numerous; see
http://www.google.com/options universities.html
Appendix A: Criteria based assessment of six search engines (contd.)
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YourAmigo Enterprise Search Panoptic Enterprise Search Engine
YourAmigo Pty Ltd. CSIRO Australia
http://www.youramigo.com/ http://www.panopticsearch.com/
Yes Yes; up to 18 million
Yes Yes
pdf, doc as standard doc, pdf, html, xls, txt, htm, ppt, xml as std.
Yes via JDBC, ODBC, inc. SQL Server, Oracle, Yes via JDBC, inc. Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL
PostgreSQL, MySQL
Web/Java interface Practical and effective web browser interface
Any Java compatible Solaris, Linux (Red Hat), Windows 2000
Local Local
Distributed indexers feed central index Multiple indexes. Can create meta indexes
Auto spellcheck, phonetic, plural expansion Auto spellcheck, dictionary and thesaurus
Zone restriction by domain/host (not metadata?) Yes - via query codes, special search boxes and
drop down menus
Yes Yes
Indexes server content (no robot) Yes; fast and polite
Yes Yes
Indexing agents compress and encrypt data ~5Gb/100,000 pages
No Yes
No Yes
No Yes
Over 50 languages Western European languages
Yes Implied only
phrases, +, -, *, approximate phrases, XML query phrases, +, -, *, approximate phrases, XML query,
stemming
Search results format via template with custom Collection, query processing, search page and
tags results highly customisable.
No No
Yes, inc. source, search terms, results and Yes. Most stats easily accessible via interface.
search speed
Integrates with corporate security and access Search admininistration via https and ssl
$19,200 plus $6,800 per year $13,220 per year
Suited for controlled intranet environment.
http://www.adelaidecitycouncil.com/ http://shop.abc.net.au/, http://rf.panopticsearch.com/
http://www.austradetech.com/search/search.html http://www.aad.gov.au/, http://www.staffs.ac.uk/search/
http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/ http://www.agric.wa.gov.au/, http://www.une.edu.au/
http://news.ninemsn.com.au/, http://www.uow.edu.au
directory/
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Appendix B: Results of Search term comparison using AltaVista, Google
University search and Panoptic
Search query = map of KG
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 19
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | International College | Why Study with Us ✓
http://www.qutic.qut.edu.au/whystudy/
2. QUT | Equity Section | Maps ✓
http://www.equity.qut.edu.au/programs/forstudents/
disability_services/disabgd_20
3. QUT | Equity Section | Publications ✓
http://www.equity.qut.edu.au/programs/forstudents/
disability_services/dis_public
4. QUT | Oodgeroo Unit | Staff ✓
URL: http://www.oodgeroo.qut.edu.au/staff/
5. QUT | Library | Site map
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/sitemap.jsp
6. QUT | Library | Science Education
URL: http://www.library.qut.edu.au/subjectpath/
science_education.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | Kelvin Grove campus and map ✓
www.qut.edu.au/services/aboutqut/location/kg.jsp
2. QUT | Kelvin Grove campus and map Duplicate
www.qut.edu.au/services/ aboutqut/location/
kg.jsp?view=print
3. QUT | Library | Engaging learners
www.library.qut.edu.au/framework/engaging.jsp
4. QUT | Library | Finding information resources in
Geography
www.library.qut.edu.au/subjectpath/geography.jsp
5. QUT | Library | Science Education
www.library.qut.edu.au/ subjectpath/
science_education.jsp
6. QUT | Faculty of Law | Week Four Law School
First Year Emails
www.law.qut.edu.au/current/ lawschool/firstyr/
weeksix.jsp
Panoptic results
1. QUT | Kelvin Grove campus and map ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/services/aboutqut/location/
kg.jsp
2. QUT | ITS | Locations & Contact Details ✓
http://www.its.qut.edu.au/about/contacts.jsp
3. QUT | Oodgeroo Unit | Staff ✓
http://www.oodgeroo.qut.edu.au/staff/
4. QUT | Library | Kelvin Grove Library opening
hours
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/kg/hours.jsp
5. QUT | Getting Started | Maps ✓
http://gettingstarted.qut.com/maps/
6. QUT | Creative Industries | course coordinators
http://www.creativeindustries.qut.edu.au/people/
students/coursecoord.jsp
Search query = health informatics
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 19
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | Faculty of Law | Dr Geraldine Mackenzie
– Law School Staff ✓
\http://www.law.qut.edu.au/about/staff/lsstaff/
gmackenzie.jsp
2. QUT | Science | Professional societies ✓
http://life.sci.qut.edu.au/careers/societies.jsp
3. ARNSMD: The Australian Research Network for
Smart Medical Devices ✓
http://www.meddevnet.bee.qut.edu.au/further/
gordanaculjak.html
4. QUT | Science Research Centre | Members
http://src.sci.qut.edu.au/programs/infectious_diseases/
members.jsp#bimem
5. ARNSMD: The Australian Research Network for
Smart Medical Devices
http://www.meddevnet.bee.qut.edu.au/further/
pingyu.html
6. QUT | School of Public Health | Staff ✓
http://www.hlth.qut.edu.au/ph/staff/scottp.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | School of Public Health | Staff ✓
www.hlth.qut.edu.au/ph/staff/scottp.jsp
2. QUT | School of Public Health | Staff ✓
www.hlth.qut.edu.au/ph/staff/didonatoj.jsp
3. QUT | QUT Handbook | Unit synopses – PU ✓
www.handbook.qut.edu.au/synopses/PU.jsp
4. ARNSMD: The Australian Research Network for
Smart Medical Devices ✓
www.meddevnet.bee.qut.edu.au/further/
davidbomba.html
5. QUT | PU40 Bachelor of Health Science (Health
Information ... ✓
www.courses.qut.edu.au/.../WebObjects/Courses.woa/
wa/
selectMajorFromMain?structureID=4213&courseID=912
6. QUT | School of Public Health | Staff ✓
www.hlth.qut.edu.au/ph/staff/besenyeia.jsp
Panoptic results
1. QUT | School of Public Health | Staff ✓
http://www.hlth.qut.edu.au/ph/staff/didonatoj.jsp
2. QUT | School of Public Health | Staff ✓
http://www.hlth.qut.edu.au/ph/staff/scottp.jsp
3. QUT | QUT Handbook | Unit synopses – PU ✓
http://www.handbook.qut.edu.au/synopses/PU.jsp
4. QUT | Science | Professional societies ✓
http://life.sci.qut.edu.au/careers/societies.jsp
5. QUT | IF49E Doctor of Philosophy (Built
Environment, Engineering)
http://www.courses.qut.edu.au/cgi-bin/WebObjects/
Courses.woa/wa/selectMajorFromMain?courseID=394
6. QUT | Science Research Centre | Members
http://src.sci.qut.edu.au/programs/infectious_diseases/
members.jsp
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Search query = application for
academic credit
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 72
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | SS | Processing delays ✓
http://studentservices.qut.com/applying/credit/
delays.jsp
2. QUT | SS | Summer Program
http://studentservices.qut.com/applying/summer/
index.jsp
3. QUT | SS | Support
http://studentservices.qut.com/applying/decision/why/
support.jsp
4. QUT | SS | Student Services Home Page
http://studentservices.qut.com/
5. QUT | SS | Technology
http://studentservices.qut.com/applying/decision/why/
technology.jsp
6. QUT | Getting Started | Essential Facts ✓
http://gettingstarted.qut.com/enrolment/facts.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | SS | Credit for study ✓
www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/applying/credit/
2. QUT | SS | Transfer of credit ✓
www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/ applying/credit/
transfer.jsp
3. Academic credit  ✓
www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/E/E_04_02.html
4. QUT | Human Resources | real career
opportunities at QUT
www.hrd.qut.edu.au/recruitselect/jobs/24247.jsp
5. QUT | SS | Forms ✓
www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/help/forms/forms.jsp
6. Frequently Asked Questions ✓
www.hlth.qut.edu.au/psyc/
Frequently%20Asked%20Questions/
Frequently%20Asked%20Questions.jsp
Panoptic results
1. QUT | SS | Credit for study ✓
http://www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/applying/credit/
2. QUT | Faculty of Law | Credit for previous study
✓
http://www.law.qut.edu.au/degreeh/entry/credit.jsp
3. QUT | Counselling | Loan application
http://www.counselling.qut.edu.au/loans/apply/
application.jsp
4. Academic credit ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/E/E_04_02.html
5. QUT | International | Application Checklist ✓
http://www.international.qut.edu.au/apply/howtoapply/
submitting/application.jsp
6. QUT | SS | Credit precent list index ✓
http://www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/applying/credit/
precedents/cpls.jsp
Search query = maternity leave
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 150
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | FRP | Executive
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/exec/newsletters/0306.jsp
2. QUT | FRP | Executive
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/exec/newsletters/0401.jsp
3. QUT | FRP | Executive
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/exec/newsletters/0404.jsp
4. QUT | Human Resources | Certified Agreement
for Senior Staff – Clause 25 ✓
http://www.hrd.qut.edu.au/conditionbenefit/
employcond/cassclause25.jsp
5. QUT – Work & Family Guide ✓
http://www.equity.qut.edu.au/publications/publications/
workandfamily_ltd/family_guide/7_3career.html
6. QUT – Work & Family Guide ✓
http://www.equity.qut.edu.au/publications/publications/
workandfamily_ltd/family_guide/3_cost.htm
Google results
1. QUT | Human Resources | Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (Academic ...✓
www.hrd.qut.edu.au/conditionbenefit/ employcond/
ebaacadclause26.jsp
2. QUT | Human Resources | FAQ – Leave ✓
www.hrd.qut.edu.au/generalhr/faq/faqleave.jsp
3. QUT | R&RT | Scholarships, fees and charges ✓
www.research.qut.edu.au/restdncen/ postgradcrse/
formsandguid/scholarships.jsp
4. Authority for Leave Approval ✓
www.hrd.qut.edu.au/recruitselect/hrforms/
leaveauth.htm
5. QUT | Alumni | Keep in Touch Notes MZ
www.alumni.qut.edu.au/ onlinese/keepintouch/
kitnotes3.jsp
6. QUT | Human Resources | Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (Academic ... ✓
www.hrd.qut.edu.au/conditionbenefit/ employcond/
ebaacadclause39.jsp
Panoptic results
1. QUT | Human Resources | FAQ – Leave ✓
http://www.hrd.qut.edu.au/generalhr/faq/faqleave.jsp
2. QUT – Work & Family Guide ✓
http://www.equity.qut.edu.au/publications/publications/
workandfamily_ltd/family_guide/5_policy.html
3. QUT | Human Resources | Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (Academic Staff) 2000 –
2003 ✓
http://www.hrd.qut.edu.au/conditionbenefit/
employcond/ebaacad.jsp -32k -[ jsp
4. QUT | R&RT | Scholarships, fees and charges ✓
http://www.research.qut.edu.au/restdncen/
postgradcrse/formsandguid/scholarships.jsp
5. QUT – Work & Family Guide ✓
http://www.equity.qut.edu.au/publications/publications/
workandfamily_ltd/family_guide/contents.html
6. QUT | Human Resources | Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (General Staff) 2000 –
2003 – Clause 39 ✓
http://www.hrd.qut.edu.au/conditionbenefit/
employcond/ebgenclause39.jsp
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Search query = car parking
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 251
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | Faculty of Health | Optometry | Transport ✓
http://www.hlth.qut.edu.au/opt/clinic/transport.jsp
2. FAQ ✓
http://www.fit.qut.edu.au/InfoSys/ISTUTOR/faq.html
3. Developing a Workplace Induction Program
http://www.hrd.qut.edu.au/stafforgdev/staffdev/
resources/workplaceinduction/deve
4. QUT | Faculty of Health | Human Movement
Studies | How to get here
http://www.hlth.qut.edu.au/hms/clinic/howto.jsp
5. QUT | Faculty of Law | Location of Law and
Justice Studies
http://www.law.qut.edu.au/about/benefits/location.jsp
6. QUT | Faculty of Health | Location ✓
http://www.hlth.qut.edu.au/psyc/clinics/pc/location.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/ parking/
Carseldine.jsp
2. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/ parking/
casualparking/pay_display.jsp
3. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/ parking/
publiccarparkrates.jsp
4. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/parking/
5. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/ parking/
studentparking/
6. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/ parking/
staffparking/
Panoptic results
1. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
http://www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/parking/
2. QUT | Library | Law Library | Parking information ✓
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/law/parking.jsp
3. QUT | Faculty of Education | School of Learning
and Professional Studies | Parking ✓
http://ldev.ed.qut.edu.au/about/parking.jsp
4. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
http://www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/parking/
casualparking/pay_display.jsp
5. QUT | Facilities Management | Parking Services ✓
http://www.fmd.qut.edu.au/campus_services/parking/
Carseldine.jsp -29k -[ jsp
6. QUT | Old Government House | General
Information ✓
http://www.ogh.qut.edu.au/general/
Search query = second hand bookshop
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 234
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | Equity Section | Part Four ✓
http://www.equity.qut.edu.au/programs/forstudents/
disability_services/disabgd_20
2. QUT | Faculty of Business |Books for students
http://www.bus.qut.edu.au/equity/support/
booksforstudents/
3. FAQ ✓
http://www.fit.qut.edu.au/InfoSys/ISTUTOR/faq.html
4. QUT | SCG | Student Guild ✓
http://www.scg.qut.edu.au/student/help/guild.jsp
5. QUT | Counselling | Textbooks ✓
http://www.counselling.qut.edu.au/loans/costs/
textbooks.jsp
6. QUT | FRP | Chart of Accounts – Account –
Codes
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/acct/segment3/
codesnum.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | Counselling | Textbooks ✓
www.counselling.qut.edu.au/loans/costs/textbooks.jsp
2. QUT | SCG | Student Guild ✓
www.scg.qut.edu.au/student/help/guild.jsp
3. QUT | Equity Section | Part Four ✓
www.equity.qut.edu.au/programs/forstudents/
disability_services/disabgd_2004/part_4.jsp
4. FAQ ✓
www.fit.qut.edu.au/InfoSys/ISTUTOR/faq.html
5. QUT | Faculty of Business |Books for students
www.bus.qut.edu.au/equity/support/booksforstudents/
6. QUT | Faculty of Education | School of Cultural
and Language ...
clb.ed.qut.edu.au/teaching/tl/faq.jsp
Panoptic results
1. QUT | SCG | Student Guild ✓
http://www.scg.qut.edu.au/student/help/guild.jsp
2. QUT | Counselling | Textbooks ✓
http://www.counselling.qut.edu.au/loans/costs/
textbooks.jsp
3. QUT | Faculty of Business |Books for students
http://www.bus.qut.edu.au/equity/support/
booksforstudents/
4. QUT | Faculty of Education | School of Cultural
and Language Studies in Education | FAQ
http://clb.ed.qut.edu.au/teaching/tl/faq.jsp
5. QUT | FRP | Chart of Accounts – Account –
Codes
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/acct/segment3/
codesnum.jsp
6. QUT | Equity Section | Part Four ✓
http://www.equity.qut.edu.au/programs/forstudents/
disability_services/disabgd_2004/part_4.jsp
Appendix B: Results of Search term comparison using AltaVista, Google
University search and Panoptic (contd.)
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Search query = important dates
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 254
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | GO | Important dates ✓
http://www.go.qut.edu.au/entry/applying/dates.jsp
2. QUT | Student Exchange | Important Dates ✓
http://www.exchanges.qut.edu.au/inbound/arrival/
dates.jsp
3. QUT | GO | How to apply
http://www.go.qut.edu.au/entry/applying/index.jsp
4. QUT | SS | Enrolment query
http://studentservices.qut.com/help/contacts/
mail_forms/enrolment/enrolment_faqs
5. QUT | ITS | QUT Community
http://www.its.qut.edu.au/qutvirtual/students/
community/
6. QUT | Faculty of Business |Equity target groups:
Women and women in non-traditi ✓
http://www.bus.qut.edu.au/equity/support/targetgroups/
women.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | GO | Important dates ✓
www.go.qut.edu.au/entry/applying/dates.jsp
2. QUT | Student Exchange | Important Dates ✓
www.exchanges.qut.edu.au/inbound/arrival/dates.jsp
3. QUT | Faculty of Built Environment and
Engineering | ANZIIS 2003 ✓
www.eese.bee.qut.edu.au/anziis2003/dates.shtml
4. QUT | Faculty of Business |Equity target groups:
Women and women ... ✓
www.bus.qut.edu.au/equity/ support/targetgroups/
women.jsp
5. QUT | GO | How to apply
www.go.qut.edu.au/entry/applying/index.jsp
6. WCOP’98 CFP
sky.fit.qut.edu.au/~szypersk/WCOP98/CFP.html
Panoptic results
1. QUT | GO | Important dates ✓
http://www.go.qut.edu.au/entry/applying/dates.jsp
2. QUT | Student Exchange | Important Dates ✓
http://www.exchanges.qut.edu.au/inbound/arrival/
dates.jsp
3. QUT | Calendars and key dates ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/services/adminpol/calkeydat.jsp
4. QUT | Faculty of Law | An important message
from the Assistant Dean Teaching & Learning
http://www.law.qut.edu.au/current/tl/
5. QUT | SS | Enrolling
http://www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/enrolling/
6. QUT | Brisbane Graduate School of Business |
Timetables
http://www.bgsb.qut.edu.au/currentstud/timetables/
Search query = international student
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 261
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. International Student Services ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/I/I_04_05.html
2. International student exchange programs ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/E/E_12.html
3. International student support ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/E/E_03_06.html
4. QUT | Faculty of Law | International student fees
in Law ✓
http://www.law.qut.edu.au/international/entry/fees.jsp
5. QUT | Faculty of Law | International Student
Pathways ✓
http://www.law.qut.edu.au/international/index.jsp
6. QUT | SS | International student services and
support ✓
http://studentservices.qut.com/help/support/services/
international.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | ISS | International Student Services ✓
www.issupport.qut.edu.au/
2. QUT | Faculty of Business |International student
support: Business ... ✓
www.bus.qut.edu.au/students/int_support/
3. QUT | SS | International Student Services ✓
www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/ help/support/
international.jsp
4. QUT | SS | Table C: International Student Tuition
Fee ✓
www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/ costs/types/
schedule/table_c.jsp
5. QUT | BEE Student Services | International
Student Support ✓
www.bee.qut.edu.au/BEE/international/index.shtml
6. QUT | Applying for admission | International ✓
www.qut.edu.au/services/admission/applying/
intstud.jsp
Panoptic results
1. QUT | International | Student Services ✓
http://www.international.qut.edu.au/general/
studentservices.jsp
2. QUT | BEE Student Services | International
Student Support ✓
http://www.bee.qut.edu.au/BEE/international/
3. QUT | Student Exchange ✓
http://www.exchanges.qut.edu.au/
4. QUT | ISS | International Student Services ✓
http://www.issupport.qut.edu.au/
5. QUT | Science | International ✓
http://www.sci.qut.edu.au/international/
6. QUT | SS | International Student Services ✓
http://www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/help/support/
international.jsp
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Search query = past exams
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 1079
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. OLT ✓
http://www.fit.qut.edu.au/InfoSys/ISTUTOR/olt.html
2. Exam Information ✓
http://www.fit.qut.edu.au/InfoSys/ISTUTOR/
exams.html
3. QUT | Library | Tips for using the library ✓
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/tips.jsp
4. QUT | OLT support – staff ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/services/techsupp/olteach/
oltstaff.jsp
5. QUT | Maths | Undergraduate study | Online
teaching (OLT) ✓
http://www.maths.qut.edu.au/undergraduate/
studysupport/olt.jsp
6. QUT | SS | Examination papers ✓
http://studentservices.qut.com/exams/exams/
papers.jsp
Google results
1. Exam Information ✓
www.fit.qut.edu.au/InfoSys/ISTUTOR/exams.html
2. OLT ✓
www.fit.qut.edu.au/InfoSys/ISTUTOR/olt.html
3. QUT | SS | Technology ✓
www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/ applying/decision/
why/technology.jsp
4. QUT | SS | Exams
www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/exams/exams/
5. QUT | Maths | Undergraduate study | Online
teaching (OLT) ✓
www.maths.qut.edu.au/undergraduate/studysupport/
olt.jsp
6. QUT | OLT support – staff ✓
www.qut.edu.au/services/techsupp/ olteach/
oltstaff.jsp?view=print
Panoptic results
1. QUT | SS | Exams ✓
http://www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/exams/exams/
2. QUT | Library | Exams ✓
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/exams/
3. QUT | Library | Exams | Information ✓
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/exams/info.jsp
4. QUT | SS | Examination papers ✓
http://www.studentservices.qut.edu.au/exams/exams/
papers.jsp
5. Exam Information ✓
http://www.fit.qut.edu.au/InfoSys/ISTUTOR/
exams.html
6. QUT | Science | Examination information ✓
http://www.sci.qut.edu.au/information/current/
examination/
Search query = PSYCHOLOGY
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 1401
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | FRP | Chart of Accounts – Responsibility
– Codes
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/acct/segment1/fac15.jsp
2. (No Title) http://www.orientation.qut.edu.au/
3. QUT | FRP | Chart of Accounts – Responsibility
– Codes
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/acct/segment1/fac11qv.jsp
4. QUT | FRP | Chart of Accounts – Responsibility
– Codes
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/acct/segment1/fac15qv.jsp
5. QUT | FRP | Chart of Accounts – Responsibility
– Codes
http://www.frp.qut.edu.au/acct/segment1/fac11.jsp
6. Early Childhood
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/subjectpath/
earlychildhood.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | Faculty of Health | Psychology and
Counselling ✓
www.hlth.qut.edu.au/psyc/
2. QUT | Faculty of Health | Psychology Clinic ✓
www.hlth.qut.edu.au/psyc/clinics/pc/
3. QUT | Library | Finding information resources in
Psychology ✓
www.library.qut.edu.au/subjectpath/psychology.jsp
4. QUT | Faculty of Health | Psychology and
Counselling Student ... ✓
www.hlth.qut.edu.au/courses/prizes/psyc.jsp
5. QUT | Library | Databases
www.library.qut.edu.au/databases/
subjectguide.jsp?su=004006004
6. QUT | Library | Databases
www.library.qut.edu.au/databases/
subjectguide.jsp?su=004006010
Panoptic results
1. QUT | Faculty of Health | Psychology and
Counselling ✓
http://www.hlth.qut.edu.au/psyc/
2. QUT | Courses for Faculty of Health ✓
http://www.courses.qut.edu.au/cgi-bin/WebObjects/
Courses.woa/wa/selectFacultyFromMain?faculty=HEA
3. Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety -
Queensland
http://www.carrsq.qut.edu.au/
4. QUT | Library | Finding information resources in
Psychology ✓
http://www.library.qut.edu.au/subjectpath/
psychology.jsp
5. QUT | Faculty of Health | Clinics ✓
http://www.hlth.qut.edu.au/psyc/clinics/
6. QUT | QUT Handbook | Unit synopses – PY ✓
http://www.handbook.qut.edu.au/synopses/PY.jsp
Appendix B: Results of Search term comparison using AltaVista, Google
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Search query = creative industries
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 2111
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | Creative Industries ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/services/aboutqut/faculties/
creind.jsp
2. QUT | Human Resources | HR Contacts for
Creative Industries ✓
http://www.hrd.qut.edu.au/generalhr/abouthr/
cicontact.jsp
3. QUT | QUT Handbook | Creative Industries ✓
http://www.handbook.qut.edu.au/courses/cif/
4. QUT | APPU | Faculty of Creative Industries ✓
http://www.appu.qut.edu.au/coursedev/qutapprovedc/
historicalco/creativeindu.jsp
5. QUT | APPU | Faculty of Creative Industries ✓
http://www.appu.qut.edu.au/coursedev/qutapprovedc/
currentlyapp/creativeindu/cinonaward.jsp
6. QUT | APPU | Faculty of Creative Industries ✓
http://www.appu.qut.edu.au/coursedev/qutapprovedc/
currentlyapp/creativeindu/cisubbachelors.jsp
Google results
1. QUT | Courses for Faculty of Creative Industries ✓
www.courses.qut.edu.au/cgi-bin/WebObjects/
Courses.woa/wa/selectFacultyFromMain?faculty=CI
2. QUT | International | Creative Industries ✓
www.international.qut.edu.au/ courses/coursefeelist/
creative.jsp
3. Creative Industries Research East Asia
cirac.qut.edu.au/asia/modules.
php?name=News&new_topic=2
4. QUT | Creative Industries ✓
www.qut.edu.au/services/aboutqut/faculties/creind.jsp
5. QUT | International | Creative Industries ✓
www.international.qut.edu.au/testimonials/ci.jsp
6. Creative Industries Research East Asia
cirac.qut.edu.au/asia/modules.
php?name=Your_Account&op=new_user
Panoptic results
1. QUT | Creative Industries | QUT Creative
Industries – invite you to the world of art,dance,
acting, performance and production  ✓
http://www.creativeindustries.qut.edu.au/
2. QUT | Courses for Faculty of Creative Industries
✓
http://www.courses.qut.edu.au/cgi-bin/WebObjects/
Courses.woa/wa/selectFacultyFromMain?faculty=CI
3. QUT | Creative Industries ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/services/aboutqut/faculties
creind.jsp
4. QUT | QUT Handbook | Creative Industries ✓
http://www.handbook.qut.edu.au/courses/cif/
5. QUT | APPU | Faculty of Creative Industries ✓
http://www.appu.qut.edu.au/coursedev/qutapprovedc/
currentlyapp/creativeindu/
6. QUT | TILS | Creative Industries IET ✓
http://www.tils.qut.edu.au/about/informatione/
creativeindu.jsp
Search query = mopp
Usage 27 May 2003 – 26 May 2004 (from AV logs)
= 5168
✓ = judged to be a relevant result
AltaVista results
1. QUT | Keyword Favourites – Law Library to
MOPP ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/keyfav/keyfav8.html
2. Directory Listing For /admin/mopp/Appendix/
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/Appendix/#Statute
3. Directory Listing For /admin/mopp/I/
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/I/#top
4. Directory Listing For /admin/mopp/H/
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/H/
#H_01_01.md.mdoc
5. Directory Listing For /admin/mopp/G/
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/G/
#G_01_01.01.mdoc
6. Directory Listing For /admin/mopp/F/
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/F/
#F_01_01.01.mdoc
7. Directory Listing For /admin/mopp/E/ http:/
www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/E/#E_01_01.md.mdoc
Google results
1. QUT | Secretariat | Corporate Information ✓
www.secretariat.qut.edu.au/information/mopp/
2. MOPP Search ✓
www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/moppsearch.html
3. Manual of Policies and Procedures ✓
www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/
4. E-print repository for research output at QUT
www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/F/F_01_03.html
5. Appendix
www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/Appendix/
append01cst.html
6. QUT | Faculty of Education | Manuals of Policy
and Procedures ...
www.fed.qut.edu.au/staff/policy/mopp/
Panoptic results
1. MOPP Search ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/moppsearch.html
2. QUT | Faculty of Education | Manuals of Policy
and Procedures (MOPP) ✓
http://www.education.qut.edu.au/staff/policy/mopp/
3. QUT | Secretariat | Corporate Information ✓
http://www.secretariat.qut.edu.au/information/mopp/
4. Manual of Policies and Procedures ✓
http://www.qut.edu.au/admin/mopp/
5. QUT | APPU | Course Development Guidelines
http://www.appu.qut.edu.au/coursedev/guidelines/
6. QUT | Human Resources | Grievance Resolution
Procedures For Workplace Related Grievances
And Bullying
http://www.hrd.qut.edu.au/conditionbenefit/
grievance.jsp
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Figure A1: Panoptic administration interface
Appendix C: Panoptic administration and search interface views
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Figure A3: Updating a collection
Figure A2: Adding a web collection
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Figure A5: Creating a Meta Collection
Figure A4: Scheduled Indexing
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Figure A7: Indexing log
Figure A6: Collection Status
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Figure A8: Query statistics
Figure A9: Editing collection configuration settings
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Figure A11: Editing the search page appearance
Figure A10: Adding Keyword Favourites
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Figure A12: Simple search page arrangement
Figure A13: Advanced search page arrangement
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Figure A14: Refine query options


